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SHOWER PRODUCTS
The shower is probably the most important product in your bathroom, something you use every day to relax 
or revive. We recommend that you always choose quality branded products to facilate aftersales purchases.

Things to consider when selecting a shower:

 •  Style – modern, traditional
 
 •  Control – manual, thermostatic

 •  Valve – concealed, exposed

 •  Shower Head - fixed head, hand shower

 •  Finish - chrome, brass, black

 •  Spray pattern



Shower Valves

Manually Controlled Valves
With manually controlled valves, you control the mix 
of water. A big downfall is that you can accidently hit 
against the shower control when showering, causing 
the water to become extremely hot. This is highly 
dangerous as it could scald a child or older person who 
may not be agile enough to correct it quickly.

Thermostatic Valves
Thermostatic valves are the most popular valve type. 
They have two controls, one for flow and a second for
temperature control. You select the temperature and 
this remains constant. These controls are available in 
either a dial or button format and can be square or 
round in design.

Thermostatic Touch Control Valve 
You just press the select button to activate the shower.

Concealed Valves
Behind all valves plates is either a smartbox or brass 
shower valve. We recommend brass for longevity. 
All parts are accessible through the plate. The smart 
box will reduce wall noise when in use.
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Shower Heads
Ceiling Shower Heads
Ceiling shower heads can be either concealed in the ceiling or have an arm as shown here. Multiple spray 
pattern options include rain, mist, cascade or a single pour. Further options include built in lights and colour 
changing features.

Wall Mounted Shower Heads
Wall mounted shower heads can be square, oval or round in shape. They can be slim in design or have a regular 
watering can shape. Many come with rubber nipples to facilitate cleaning of limestone deposits. Sizes range from 
150mm, 200mm to 300mm and they can have either a 400mm arm or an angled 1800mm arm. (This off course is 
just an idea of what is possible.) They are generally fitted at 180mm above the height of the tallest person in the 
house. A note of caution - Do not position over the waste outlet as this will affect the flow rate of drain.
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Hand showers
Hand showers are the most practical of all showers. You can have a shower without wetting your hair, 
target specific areas, easily facilitate for all heights in a family - And use it to wash out the shower cubicle! 
Hand showers come in both round and square with differing rail lengths and an array of finishes.

 

Please email Tony Murphy our Bathroom Sales Manager with any queries you may 
have and he will get back to you as soon as possible. tony@tilestyle.ie

Some interesting videos
Smart Box Thermo Shower System by Noken

Smart Box Vario Shower System by Noken

Lounge Shower Heads by Noken

Neptune Slim Shower heads by Noken


